
EMAIL WRITING FOR
STUDENT GOVERNMENT



ALWAYS READ EMAILS ALL THE WAY THROUGH

ALWAYS BE PREPARED FOR A LONG EMAIL

if you know you do not have the time/patience/mental focus to read a long email in detail

and retain what is being said: LEAVE IT UNREAD UNTIL YOU HAVE TIME

ANSWER WITHIN 48 HOURS**

by Student Government stipulation...if action is requested of you and you do not respond

within 48 hours...you can be given a HALF STRIKE

BUT -- the 48-hr response to the email doesn't necessarily have to be the completed action

item

EX: Hi Maddie!

Thank you for your email.  I have seen your request for [ACTION ITEM] and I expect to

have it to you by [DATE].  Please do not hesitate to follow-up if you do not hear from

me by then.
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ANSWER WITHIN 48 HOURS**

**BUT...

Lead Team is flexible and understanding, especially in these

uncertain times, so do not hesitate to reach out should something

come up that makes it hard to respond to emails
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Emails and their length should have PURPOSE and INTENTION
Be as brief as you can be while still communicating all relevant and necessary
information

Long Emails vs. Short Emails
Long Emails should be used for the purposes of having a lot of information down in
writing

EX: communicating a bunch of dates, an outline of a plan of action, a follow-
up/de-brief of a meeting, critiques, etc.

Long Emails SHOULD NOT BE USED in place of a meeting and meetings SHOULD
NOT BE USED in place of a long email -- BE CONSIDERATE of people's time
Short(er) Emails

EX: introduction emails, proposing a meeting, emailing attachments with a
short description, confirming a meeting time and setting an agenda
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Say "Hello,"
You can use an introductory phrase that works for you, but if you do not know the
title or pronouns of the person you are emailing, consider just saying: Hello,

Be Professional
Use complete sentences and write in a way that is respectful to the person and their
position(s)
Think before you send: If I received this, would I think it's professional?

The Power of a Signature
Signatures can tell a little bit more about you, like your major, minor, any other
positions you hold in other organizations or jobs.  
It can make for good conversation!  
There are many templates online for signatures, you'll know ~the one~ when you see
it
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Accessible Subject Line
When writing a Subject Line, think: if I had to do a search of my inbox, what would I search
for to get to this email? 

EX: if i want to send out an email to the Services department/committee with a bunch
of meeting times, my subject would be: Services Department Meeting Times

not just "Services Department" and not just "Meeting Times"
KEEP IT SHORT BUT BE SPECIFIC

Copy and Paste - WITH CAUTION
Copying and pasting an email template is a great way to save time BUT you leave yourself
vulnerable to mistakes
Before sending a copied-and-pasted email, make sure:

The proper person is being addressed
The information included pertains to and is meant for that person and not someone
else
To double-check dates and times, contact information, etc.
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CC'ing For SenateCC'ing For Senate
For Emails re: Initiatives, CC...

Speaker - Cassidy
Speaker Pro Temp - Natalia
Appropriate Chair
Anyone else working on initiative (i.e. Senate chair, etc.)

For Emails to University Administrators
All of the Above
BOTH Advisors - Ben and Julianna



For Emails re: Initiatives, CC...
President - Shelby
Vice President - David
Chief of Staff - Maddie
Appropriate Secretary/Undersecretary
Anyone else working on initiative (i.e. Senate chair, etc.)

For Emails to University Administrators
All of the Above
BOTH Advisors - Ben and Julianna

CC'ing For CabinetCC'ing For Cabinet







Warned at the beginning it would be long and WHY it was long + an offer to set up a

meeting to discuss further if needed

Spaced out information to easily follow

Mentioned the people that are CC'd (that aren't the standard for Cabinet)

Bolded the important information

Hyperlinked reference material

Provided alternate ways of contact to help

Included my plan of action (to be held accountable!)
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Professional, but not rigid, tone

Introduction as a member of Student Government

Gave overview of initiative idea, with specific dates included

Spaced out information to easily follow

Mentioned the people that are CC'd

Asked for possible meeting
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When receiving emails...
Prepare for long emails
Always read them completely through
Respond within 48 hours (or let Lead Team know should something come up)

To Sum Up...To Sum Up...

When writing emails...
Be brief but intentional

Long emails are OKAY as long as they serve a purpose
Be professional, use complete sentences
Use a neutral opening if pronouns/titles are unknown
Accessible subject line
PROOFREAD!!!
CC appropriate people depending on branch + people involved


